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Abstract The process leading to the identification and

validation of biomarkers for the diagnosis of early Alz-

heimer’s disease (early AD) has been a major focus of

research interest in the past 10 years, and has been

accompanied by a debate on the feasibility of implement-

ing the research criteria in clinical practice. In the context

of imaging performed using the two currently identified

classes of AD biomarkers, i.e. markers of pathology and

neurodegeneration, amyloid PET and 18F-FDG PET

imaging are decisive tools whose crucial value is

acknowledged in the recent guidelines for the early diag-

nosis of AD and other dementia conditions. The available

recommendations draw on an extensive body of PET

imaging literature, based mainly on visual methods. For the

research criteria to be adopted in clinical settings, several

uncertainties and gaps in knowledge must be overcome, in

particular the low sensitivity and specificity provided by

visual qualitative PET scan evaluation at the single-subject

level. Indeed, the sensitivity and specificity of the 18F-FDG

PET methods depend largely on the use of ‘‘objective

methods’’ that result in improved accuracy for diagnosis

and prognosis. Here, we review the most widely used

parametric and semi-quantitative approaches to 18F-FDG

PET and amyloid PET imaging, highlighting their impor-

tance in early and differential diagnosis in both research

and clinical settings.
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Introduction

The process leading to the identification and validation of

biomarkers for the diagnosis of early Alzheimer’s disease

(early AD) has been a major focus of research interest in

the past 10 years [1] and has been accompanied by a debate

on the feasibility of implementing the research criteria [2]

in clinical practice. Evidence supporting the validity of

biomarkers is now accumulating and standardization pro-

cedures are under development by European and US

working groups, thus making biomarkers increasingly

prominent in the clinical diagnosis and management of AD

and related dementias [1]. Both the IWG and the NIA-AA

criteria state that individuals with progressive cognitive

impairment who are positive for specific AD biomarkers

have high odds of carrying AD pathology [2].

It is now clear that positron emission tomography (PET)

imaging can improve the early diagnosis of AD and the

differential diagnosis of dementias [3]. The importance of

identifying individuals at risk of developing dementia

among people with subjective cognitive complaints or mild

cognitive impairment (MCI) has clinical, social and ther-

apeutic implications [4]. In the context of imaging per-

formed using the currently identified classes of AD

biomarkers, i.e. markers of pathology and neurodegenera-

tion, amyloid PET and 18F-FDG PET imaging are decisive
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tools, whose value is acknowledged in the recent guidelines

for the early diagnosis of AD and other dementia condi-

tions [5]. The available recommendations, however, draw

on an extensive body of PET imaging literature based on

visual methods; such methods show limited sensitivity and

specificity and fail to provide a clear cut-off between

normal and pathological findings [3]. Thus, for the criteria

to be adopted in clinical settings, several uncertainties and

gaps in knowledge must be overcome. A major issue is the

low sensitivity and specificity provided by visual qualita-

tive PET scan evaluation at the single-subject level. The

sensitivity and specificity of 18F-FDG PET depend largely

on the use of ‘‘objective methods’’, resulting in improved

diagnostic and prognostic accuracy. These methods can be

‘‘absolute’’ or ‘‘relative’’, involving, respectively, quanti-

fication based on concomitant arterial blood sampling, or

on reference values (e.g. the reference region approach).

Reference-based measurements are the choice for the

majority of clinical PET centers as they are less invasive

and less uncomfortable for the patient (reducing scanning

time, avoiding continuous blood sampling, etc.).

The aim of this review is to provide useful insights into

the advantages (in terms of diagnostic accuracy) of semi-

quantitative measurements in clinical settings. In the con-

text of 18F-FDG PET imaging, scan reporting is routinely

based on visual analysis of brain metabolic patterns and

asymmetries by an expert reader. As outlined by the US

Society of Nuclear Medicine and the European Association

of Nuclear Medicine [6], the time has come for efforts to

make readouts standardized and based on operator-inde-

pendent analyses. 18F-FDG PET images can be assessed,

using parametric or voxel-wise analyses, by comparing the

subject’s scan with normative data from healthy controls

(HCs). Parametric analysis tools can be divided into two

categories: voxel-based mapping tools and summary met-

rics of temporoparietal hypometabolism. Voxel-based

mapping tools are topographical voxel-by-voxel estimates

of the departure of metabolism from a data set of normal

scans. Several automated or semi-automated tools are

available, either free of charge (such as statistical para-

metric mapping—SPM, three-dimensional stereotactic

surface projections—SSP and Neurostat�, AD-related

hypometabolism convergence index—HCI) or for a fee

(such as BRASSTM, http://www.hermesmedical.com,

PMODTM with PALZ algorithm, and NeurogamTM). Some

of the procedures implemented in these tools have been

validated in dementia conditions [7–10]. The resulting

maps provide detailed anatomical localizations of dys-

functional brain regions, thereby allowing much greater

sensitivity and specificity [11] (see Fig. 1). As regards

amyloid PET, the development of new radiotracers, cur-

rently at various stages of FDA evaluation and approval,

has brought amyloid imaging to the threshold of clinical

use [12]. There is, however, a great concern over how a

dichotomous visual readout (positive or negative amyloid

PET) might be used (or misused) in the diagnostic process.

This is a key issue involving both nuclear medicine spe-

cialists and clinicians. Crucially, to prevent a positive

amyloid scan from becoming a de facto diagnosis of AD,

proper analyses and recommendations are necessary. Semi-

quantitative measures (such as the standardized uptake

value ratio—SUVr, or the distribution volume ratio—

DVR) or automated readouts (such as those obtained using

SPM-based protocols) have the advantage of being

Fig. 1 Sensitivity of the 18F-FDG and amyloid PET studies included in the survey of the literature by Perani et al. [11] (color figure online)
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operator independent. Semi-quantitative approaches

strictly require thresholds for positivity/negativity.

Thresholds are necessary for several reasons: (1) to allow

comparison with pathological conditions; (2) to allow

equalization across different ligands; (3) to provide esti-

mation of the risk of developing dementia. In addition,

major caveats in amyloid quantification approaches could

affect the measurements and therefore need to be taken into

account. Examples include partial volume errors or spe-

cific-radioligand characteristics such as flow dependence.

Quantitative amyloid measures will be of utmost value in

the preclinical AD phase to discriminate ‘accumulators’

from ‘non-accumulators’, a distinction that in normal

individuals could predict the development of MCI (which

can be a prodromal stage of AD) into full-blown AD.

On the basis of a recent and extensive survey of the

relative literature it was concluded that both topographical

and pathological PET markers are very accurate and sen-

sitive to early diagnosis of AD, as well as to differential

diagnosis with other forms of dementia [e.g. the fronto-

temporal dementia (FTD) spectrum or dementia with Lewy

bodies (DLB)], when parametric approaches are used [11].

18F-FDG PET measures

Traditionally, routine clinical PET examinations are eval-

uated and assessed visually by trained physicians, whose

aim is to detect asymmetries or abnormalities in 18F-FDG

uptake across the brain. This approach is heavily dependent

on personal expertise and on other confounding variables

like inter-individual anatomical differences and atrophy

across different patients, which may limit the agreement

between different raters. Obviously, in clinical settings,

absolute quantification of 18F-FDG glucose consumption

requiring arterial sampling cannot be recommended on

account of the discomfort to patients due to the invasive

nature of this approach. Relative measurements of 18F-

FDG PET data, based on voxel-based analyses (such as

NeurostatTM based on 3D-SSP, the AD-related t-sum index

in the PALZ algorithm of PMOD, SPM, HCI, etc.), yield

observer-independent results (see Fig. 2), which are highly

valuable for single-subject PET analysis, improving diag-

nostic accuracy in clinical settings [1, 9] (see below for

details). As we highlighted in our recent survey [11], there

are currently only a few papers in the literature regarding

the increased diagnostic value of semi-quantitative meth-

ods in 18F-FDG PET [13–16]. However, recent advances in

the development of algorithms and programs for analyzing

PET images are changing this situation.

Foster et al. [13], in their systematic work, showed an

overall accuracy increase (84–89 %) when adopting 3D-

SSP measurements rather than qualitative visual evalua-

tions. The modest size of this improvement can be attrib-

uted to the fact that the raters involved in the visual

evaluation were very skilled and expert, which (unfortu-

nately) may not always be the case [13]. Patterson et al.

[14] showed that the early detection of MCI patients at risk

of developing AD was better when using SPM (N = 18)

than when using visual evaluation (N = 11) in a total of 30

MCI subjects followed up for 3 years [14]. Also, Rabino-

vici et al. [15] recently showed that the adoption of semi-

quantitative measurements of 18F-FDG PET increased

specificity (84–98 %) in differential diagnosis between AD

and frontotemporal lobar degeneration.

Fig. 2 18F-FDG PET images in a patient with FTD. a 18F-FDG distribution map, b 18F-FDG SPM-t map, c 18F-FDG NeurostatTM 3D-SSP map

(Courtesy of Drs. D. Chan, K. Moodley, L. Minati, Brighton and Sussex University Hospital, UK) (color figure online)
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In a recent review on imaging metrics, Frisoni et al. [1]

showed a net improvement of diagnostic (AD vs healthy

elderly) and prognostic accuracy (stable MCI vs prodromal

MCI) with the adoption of tools such as Neurostat, t-sum,

HCI and SPM in comparison with visual reading. In

addition, diagnostic positive likelihood ratio (LR?) esti-

mation showed a better differentiation between AD and

HCs when adopting these metrics. As for predictive value,

SPM showed the highest LR? in differentiating between

stable MCI and prodromal MCI [1]. This initial evidence

supports the notion that appropriate methods of measure-

ment increase the value of these in vivo PET techniques,

making them more sensitive.

In the case of semi-quantitative methods, one should

take into account several factors that might affect the

results, like the correct selection of: (1) reference regions,

and (2) an adequate control sample.

(a) Most semi-quantitative methods are based on scaling

of reference values. This is to avoid spurious results when

evaluating individuals who might present local variance in

glucose consumption. This scaling can be based on the

choice of a region of reference, whose values are used to

scale those extracted for target regions or the whole brain.

The selection of a target region (depending on the neural

system studied and, subsequently, the radioligand adopted)

may be challenging, given that the selected area might be

also affected by pathology. Various reference regions have

been proposed for 18F-FDG PET imaging in AD, such as

the cerebellum and sensorimotor cortex [17, 18] or pons

[19]. The scaling can be also proportional, for example

adjusted by global average, which is a standard procedure

for SPM. This scaling adjusted by global average may be

the better choice, avoiding the problem of including in the

analysis an ‘‘affected’’ region of interest. However, there is

still a lack of clear evidence about the choice of normali-

zation methods. For example, Yakushev et al. [17] argued

against scaling adjusted by global average, whereas a year

later, Dukart et al. [18] suggested that global or cerebellar

normalization may be used according to the study design.

The authors maintained that, when differentiating dementia

conditions (early AD vs early FTD), global normalization

should be recommended. On the contrary, for the early

diagnosis of dementia (early AD vs HC or early FTD vs

HC) cerebellar normalization may be more accurate.

Notably, a valid assessment of hypermetabolism relative to

the controls was possible only with global normalization.

These results suggest that, in the absence of clear evidence,

further proof is needed to guide the selection of either

global or reference region normalization approaches.

(b) The selection of an appropriate control sample is

mandatory, too, given that its size and the criteria applied

for establishing a normal condition may affect the results of

functional and molecular PET measurements. As showed

by Mühlau et al. [20] in single-subject parametric analysis

the selection of control groups of different sizes (e.g.

N = 33 or N = 99) affected the sensitivity, with smaller

and less numerous significant clusters being found with

smaller sized comparison groups. Normality assessment

criteria are also very important and are usually based on the

absence of cognitive, neurological or psychiatric impair-

ments and the use of structured interviews. Specific clinical

scales like the Mini-Mental State Examination (whose

score must usually be C28) or the Clinical Dementia

Rating (whose score must be 0) have usually been adopted

in the selection of HCs for comparison. Furthermore, for

better quality results, HCs selected for comparisons should

be followed up longitudinally. It has been shown that using

a control group of subjects followed longitudinally for

4 years (instead of mixed databases) strongly increases the

accuracy (1.4- to 2-fold) of disease detection in automated
18F-FDG PET studies [21].

NeurostatTM

NeurostatTM [22–24] (University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

MI, USA) is one of the tools currently freely available

online. Unlike SPM (see below), it was originally designed

and developed also for single-subject analysis and is based

on a routine 3D-SSP. Individual scans first undergo a ste-

reotactic anatomical standardization based on a (non-lin-

ear) image warping along a priori stated directions of the

main fiber bundles in the brain; then, the single-subject

gray matter (GM) activity is projected into a pre-defined

surface. The set of pre-defined voxels is then used for

further statistical analysis based on the comparison

between the subject and a normative reference data set.

Z scores are then shown in 3D-SSP maps that can be

visually evaluated. This method can also be used as a fully

automated approach, setting averaged Z scores for specific

regions known to be involved in the investigated disease

(e.g. association cortices in AD). Users adopting this

technique should be careful while evaluating the resulting

3D-SSP images, which can be affected by brain atrophy

[24]. Several works in the literature have shown a high

diagnostic accuracy for this method [13, 25, 26] and also a

net increase in diagnostic accuracy when switching from

qualitative visual interpretation to the 3D-SSP voxel-based

method [13]. Foster et al., as mentioned in the introduction,

evaluated the level of diagnostic accuracy when adopting
18F-FDG PET 3D-SSP images rather than simple visual

inspection of transaxial 18F-FDG PET images in the dif-

ferential diagnosis of AD versus FTD in a cohort of

pathologically confirmed AD and FTD cases. The results

showed an increase from 84.8 to 89.2 % in mean diag-

nostic accuracy in discriminating AD patients from FTD

patients. Mosconi et al. [26], in a multicenter study
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investigating a large cohort of patients (N = 438 excluding

the N = 110 HCs), found very high diagnostic power

across different clinical sample differentiation (99 % sen-

sitivity in AD/FTD, AD/DLB and in AD/HCs). In addition,

very high specificity was also found when discriminating

between AD and HCs (98 % specificity), leading to an

overall diagnostic accuracy of 98 %.

PALZ algorithm

The PALZ algorithm, implemented in PMOD software

(PMOD Technologies, Zurich, Switzerland), is based on

the initial work of Herholz et al. [10] in providing the so-

called AD t-sum index. This method is based on a voxel-

wise multiple t test between individual 18F-FDG PET

images and a reference healthy control data set, taking into

account age as a nuisance variable. The index is obtained

by summing the t scores belonging to a pre-defined AD-

pattern mask. The original threshold proposed by Herholz

et al. [10] sets an abnormality cut-off at 11.089, meaning

that any subject with a t-sum [11.089 has pathological

brain glucose metabolism. The validation of the method

yielded high diagnostic accuracy indexes in the identifi-

cation of very mild and mild-to-moderate AD patients in a

large patient group (N = 395 probable-AD), i.e. 84 %

sensitivity, 93 % specificity for the former, and 93 %

sensitivity and specificity for the latter [10]. The work done

by Haense et al. [27] provides another example of appli-

cation of the PALZ algorithm. The authors investigated the

diagnostic power of 18F-FDG PET and PALZ for AD in

two cohorts, belonging to the Alzheimer’s Disease Neu-

roimaging Initiative (ADNI [28]) and to the Network for

Standardization of Dementia Diagnosis (NEST-DD, [10])

for a total of N = 326 AD and N = 138 HCs. Using a

preset cut-off score for detection, the authors found that (1)

AD patients had a much higher AD t-sum index when

compared with the HCs, and (2) early-onset AD patients

had a higher t-sum index than late-onset AD patients [27].

The PALZ algorithm is very easy to use and fully auto-

mated, making it valuable in PET clinical settings. How-

ever, its utilization is bound to the PMOD commercial

software. An additional limit is that the summary metrics

do not provide metabolic information beyond the volume

of interest.

Hypometabolism convergence index (HCI)

Initially proposed by Chen et al. [28, 29], the HCI is a very

simple index consisting of a single measurement of 18F-

FDG distribution in a single patient compared to an aver-

age 18F-FDG distribution in AD patients with hypometa-

bolic patterns. The voxel-based algorithm of the HCI is

fully automated and based on SPM. Each individual scan is

first compared with scans of normal HCs. The resulting

t score (converted to z score) map is then multiplied by a

vector containing the respective values from an AD z score

map. The HCI is the result of this product and is designed

to give more importance to higher z scores and less

importance to lower z scores, to make the really significant

voxels contribute to the computation of the index. The

original clinical validation [29] showed the potential of

HCI in identifying AD patients, MCI-stable patients or

MCI converters (in 18 months) and HCs. With a cut-off

point set at 8.36, HCI was the most valuable among several

indexes (i.e. hippocampal volume, CSF measures, clinical

and neuropsychological assessments), with an area under

the curve of 0.78, in distinguishing stable patients from

converters. In addition, HCI showed the greatest hazard

ratio (=7.38) in predicting conversion to AD during the

follow-up period of 18 months. Major drawbacks of the

method are the lack of age-related corrections and the need

for specific software (Matlab, Mathworks, Sherborn, MA,

USA) and a pre-defined healthy control reference group.

Statistical parametric mapping (SPM)

Statistical parametric mapping (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.

uk/spm) procedures are, given their accessibility and

power, the most widely used semi-quantitative voxel-based

methods. These tools have been applied to FDG PET

metabolic images both for group and single-subject ana-

lysis [8], and are widely used in both research and clinical

settings for the evaluation of neurodegenerative dementia

[30]. SPM is based on a pre-processing of the individual

image, with smoothing and spatial normalization. The main

aim of these steps is to reduce inter-subject differences and

reshape individual 18F-FDG PET scans to a standard nor-

mative atlas/template. Built-in templates include the stan-

dard MRI template or 15O–H2O perfusion template, but

custom templates can be adopted as well. A custom 18F-

FDG PET template has recently been validated, yielding

very promising results when used in normalization proce-

dures [16]. This new optimized SPM method allows a

significant improvement in the pre-processing phase

(namely the image warping during the spatial normaliza-

tion) and the application of this method to single-subject

analysis [16, 31].

The main advantage of adopting the voxel-wise SPM

approach is that there are no limitations to pre-defined

regions of interest (ROIs); this makes it possible to detect

whole-brain metabolic abnormalities. A large healthy

control sample, with appropriate age- and gender-match-

ing, is required. The resulting maps of t test comparisons

(SPM-t maps) need to be evaluated by an expert, although

a large body of literature reports consistent patterns in

different neurodegenerative conditions. Voxel-based SPM
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analysis can be very sensitive to even very mild alterations

of cerebral glucose metabolism, providing SPM-t maps

representing typical hypometabolic patterns that are less

biased than standard qualitative visual evaluations [7, 8,

11]. This has led to the recommendation that the standard

visual evaluation of FDG PET imaging should always be

accompanied by a careful evaluation of SPM maps [11, 30,

32].

The amyloid PET measures

Currently, the evaluation of amyloid PET studies is most

commonly based on qualitative visual assessment of the

tracer accumulation in the brain by expert trained physi-

cians [33]. In this case, the pattern and the presence of

cortical tracer uptake (positive vs negative) are compared

with those seen in the WM regions, where the level of

tracer accumulation represents non-specific binding. The

visual assessment can be rated by the physician using a

score ranging from 0 (0 = no amyloid) to a maximum

value (e.g. 4 = high levels of cortical amyloid) [33].

A correct qualitative evaluation of amyloid distribution

is certainly easily achieved in the presence of significant

amyloid deposition showing the pattern typical of AD. On

the other hand, amyloid distribution is difficult to evaluate

the early or preclinical AD stage, when the amyloid load is

minimal and the differentiation between GM and WM

uptake is not clearly evident. In these stages, it is therefore

important to have available quantitative or semi-quantita-

tive methods for an objective evaluation of the tracer

uptake, to help and support the physicians in their

evaluation.

In amyloid PET imaging, the use of semi-quantitative

tools such as the SUVr or DVR is common, but it is rec-

ommended to carry out a proper evaluation of the adopted

measure on the basis of study design and tracer properties.

For example, in longitudinal studies in AD, it has been

shown that the SUVr with 11C-PiB compound may not be

the best choice, given its high dependence on the uptake

period used for the analysis of the data (40–60 min,

60–90 min) and on changes in flow. In such cases it has

also been suggested to use fully quantitative analysis

methods [34]. For the new-generation fluorinated amyloid

tracers, on the other hand, either compartmental model

binding tools like the DVR, or reference tissue model-

based tools like SUVr, have provided good agreement in

the discrimination between b-amyloid-positive and -nega-

tive scans and high concordance with post-mortem evalu-

ation within 1 year of PET assessment [35]. Besides the

specific method used for the analysis of the data, the

selection of the reference region is also crucial for the

accuracy of the results. In this regard, it has been proposed

to switch from the cerebellum to the pons as the amyloid

PET reference region [36]. Future studies are clearly nee-

ded in this area.

SPM analysis

As with 18F-FDG PET, some authors have adopted voxel-

based measurements of amyloid PET data with SPM (or

the non-parametric version of SPM for small samples),

using 11C-PiB [37, 38], 18F-FDDNP [39] or both [39]. This

approach takes advantage of several aspects, including the

exploratory design of the analysis (without a priori ROIs),

the ability to identify local maxima of significance, and an

accurate display of the cortical tracer binding. To date,

however, all the available data in the literature report

group-level findings, without validation of accuracy in

clinical applications to single subjects.

Distribution volume ratio (DVR)

Traditional kinetic analyses have been used for the quan-

titative estimation of the DVR and the binding potential

(BP) of the tracer in different brain regions [40]. Analyses

of this kind require the acquisition of a dynamic PET scan

(e.g. 90 min) and arterial blood sampling over the duration

of the study. Input function and tissue time–activity curves

are then generated to be used as input data in a specific

kinetic model. Alternatively, a simpler graphical analysis is

sometimes adopted [40, 41]. These approaches (both for

reversible and irreversible tracers) are based on descrip-

tions of the kinetics of the radioligand in brain tissue vs

plasma, which suggest a linear relationship between the

two compartments after the reaching of a steady-state [40].

As regards the kinetic analysis of a reversible tracer,

graphical approaches such as Logan’s [42] make it possible

to avoid collection of arterial blood input and yield results

highly comparable with absolute quantification techniques

[40]. The stable results, the optimal test/retest reliability

and the correspondence to compartmental model tech-

niques make the Logan graphical analysis the method of

choice for 11C-PiB. Price et al. [40] noted that Logan DVR

intersubject variability in some cortical areas was lower

than that reported by the compartmental method, and

suggested that this variability was mostly accounted for by

biological variables rather than methodological issues [40].

The Logan plot may be affected by noise-induced errors in

outcome measurements, a methodological flaw that can at

least partially be overcome by data smoothing [43].

The results obtained from both analyses have been

shown to be effective in the discrimination between AD

subjects and normal controls. On the other hand, the

complexity of these PET data absolute quantifications,

which require long dynamic scans and invasive arterial

336 Clin Transl Imaging (2014) 2:331–342
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blood sampling from the subject, has driven efforts to

develop simpler clinical protocols. Simplified reference

tissue models [44] are preferred in clinical settings where

arterial input cannot be collected, and they have shown

comparable results in clinical diagnosis [41].

As a matter of fact, as shown by Wong et al. [45] in

relation to 18F-labeled PET b-amyloid imaging tracer, the

cortical-to-cerebellar activity ratio in AD patients increased

continuously for 30 min after tracer administration,

reaching a plateau within 50 min and then remaining stable

until at least 90 min post-injection. On the basis of these

results, a 10-min static PET scan from 50 to 60 min after

tracer administration was recommended for clinical use

[45].

Standard uptake value ratio

A simple semi-quantitative data analysis, in which the

SUVr has been proposed as the index ratio for evaluation

of the cortical amyloid burden, provides the basis of a

simplified acquisition protocol. The SUVr is defined as the

ratio between the standard uptake values (SUVs) measured

in ROIs positioned on cortical regions, and those measured

in ROIs on the cerebellar cortex or the whole cerebellum, a

region in which tracer uptake is consistently low [45, 46].

Besides the cerebellum, other brain regions like the pons or

centrum semiovale have also been used as reference

regions for calculation of the SUVr [36, 45, 46].

Other approaches for the extraction of more accurate

reference regions, like clustering techniques, are currently

a topic of research interest. For example, Ikoma et al. [47]

recently validated a three-class clustering technique for the

automatic extraction of the best reference region in

dynamic 11C-PIB PET brain studies in a sample of familial

AD patients.

The SUVr can be calculated directly on the original PET

images or, as shown by Fleisher et al. [46], on PET images

once these have been normalized into a standard template

(the Montreal Neurological Institute atlas) using SPM

software. It is to be noted that, depending on the amyloid

radioligand adopted (11C-PiB or fluorinated tracers such as
18F-flutametamol), the SUVr may yield inconsistent results

and/or overestimations [34, 41, 48]. It has recently been

shown that 11C-PiB SUVr measures in longitudinal studies

may be flow dependent and may overestimate the specific

binding of the tracer, suggesting that it may be opportune

to adopt other measures like Logan DVRs [34].

Overall, semi-quantitative or quantitative measures

require thresholds for positivity/negativity. Thresholds

need to be set versus a pathological gold standard, equal-

ized across different ligands, and include information on

the risk of developing dementia for sub-threshold degrees

of amyloid positivity.

Partial volume effects (PVEs): compensation techniques

Regardless of the specific evaluation strategy chosen for

the analysis of amyloid load, the general aims are (1) to

improve, qualitatively, the visual contrast between the

tracer accumulation in the GM and WM, and (2) to

improve, quantitatively, the accuracy of the estimation of

the radioactivity distribution in the GM and WM. Unfor-

tunately, in both cases such evaluations can be affected by

the poor spatial resolution (SR) of PET. In fact, even with

state-of-the art PET/CT or PET/MR scanners, the SR of

PET is relatively low (4–6 mm) in comparison with that of

anatomical/structural imaging techniques like CT or MRI.

The finite SR of PET produces a spread of the activity

distribution, which becomes mixed with the contribution of

neighboring tissues, resulting in confounding effects, also

called PVEs [49, 50].

From the qualitative point of view, PVEs result in

degradation of the image quality, which reduces the image

contrast between different types of tissue (e.g. GM and

WM), while from the quantitative point of view, they

produce a bias in estimates of regional radioactivity con-

centration. PVEs become particularly important when the

source of interest (target) is smaller than \2–3 the full

width at half maximum of the system’s point spread

function. Considering that the size of nearly all brain

structures is\2–3 the SR of the PET scanner (i.e. the GM

thickness is about 2.5 mm), it is easy to understand the

importance of improving SR and the need to compensate

for PVEs to obtain accurate quantitative PET estimates of

amyloid deposition in the cortical regions (cf. among oth-

ers, [49, 51, 52]). Furthermore, as is well known, PVEs can

play an important role in the evaluation of those neurode-

generative diseases characterized by progressive atrophy

with consequent reduction/loss of GM. In such cases, PVEs

result in a global reduction of the PET signal. To dis-

criminate whether such a reduction is due to the presence

of atrophy or, instead, represents a real functional tissue

reduction, PVE compensation is needed. PVE correction

techniques could thus represent an important tool for

improving, both qualitatively and quantitatively, the ana-

lysis of PET brain images by removing, or at least reduc-

ing, the confounding effects caused by the poor SR of PET.

Several techniques have been developed over the years

for recovery of SR and PVE correction in PET brain

studies. Most of these methods use spatially co-registered

high-resolution anatomical images serving to support the

SR recovery as well as the PVE correction techniques. One

early study by Videen et al. [53] aimed specifically to

correct for the PVEs caused by cerebral atrophy. As Vi-

deen’s method did not allow for PVE compensation

between brain structures with high and low activity (e.g.

GM and WM), an improvement of the technique was
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subsequently proposed by Müller-Gärtner et al. [54] (MG).

The MG method requires segmentation of the magnetic

resonance images into three binary maps representing the

distribution of the GM, the WM and the cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF). The method assumes that the radioactivity con-

centration in WM and CSF is constant and known. The

technique is based on the subtraction from the observed

(degraded) PET images of the contributions of WM and

CSF images degraded by the PSF. The resulting images

should thus be representative of PET image degradation

due to GM only. The final division (pixel by pixel) of these

degraded GM images by that resulting from the convolu-

tion of the GM (binary map) with the PSF generates the

GM PVE-corrected images. Even though the MG method

allows corrections for GM PVEs, it may incompletely

correct GM structures when local tissue concentrations are

highly heterogeneous.

To account for these situations Meltzer et al. [55]

extended the original MG model to a fourth compartment

(namely a volume of interest—VOI in the GM, the mean

value of which is different from that of the remaining GM).

Notwithstanding this extension of the MG method to

account for heterogeneity in the GM tissue, the PVE cor-

rection is valid only for the two considered target regions

(i.e. GM and VOI). To overcome this limitation, Yang

et al. [56] proposed a new method allowing the production

of a PVE-corrected image over multiple ROIs.

Other techniques that allow the analysis to be performed

over multiple ROIs are those referred to as partition

methods. One of the most popular is the geometric transfer

matrix (GTM) method, proposed by Rousset et al. [51].

Unlike the previously described approaches, the GTM

technique is a region-based algorithm that uses anatomical

data from an MR scan to perform PVE correction on PET

images over multiple ROIs. In particular, the technique

requires that a set of spatially co-registered MR images be

subdivided into a set of non-overlapping ROIs in which

uniform radioactivity distribution is assumed. The PVE

effect between any possible pair of ROIs is accounted for

by a matrix (GTM) of coefficients, referred to as regional

response functions. Knowing the PET values for each ROI

and the GTM, a system of linear equations can be built, the

solution of which provides the true radioactivity value

(PVE corrected) for each ROI. More recently, Thomas

et al. [57] proposed a new technique called region-based

voxel-wise (RBV) PVE correction. The RBV technique

extends the GTM method, in that it combines a region-

based method (the GTM) with a voxel-wise correction over

the entire image (the Yang method). As a matter of fact, the

first step of the RBV method requires the subdivision of the

anatomical images into a set of non-overlapping ROIs,

which are used to run the GTM method. Once the GTM-

corrected values for each of the different ROIs have been

obtained the second step consists of a voxel-wise correc-

tion procedure over the whole image, which is performed

using the Yang approach.

A different methodology aiming to recover the SR and

to perform PVE correction through the generation of new

PVE-corrected images was proposed by Boussion et al.

[58]. The method is a functional–anatomical post-pro-

cessing technique that uses wavelet transform and multi-

resolution analysis. In this method, the core of the tech-

nique is to transfer the spatial frequencies, characterizing

high-resolution spatial details from the high-resolution (CT

or MR) anatomical images to the low-resolution (PET)

functional images, to improve both image quality and

quantitative accuracy of PET images.

All the above methods have given good results, but

require the availability of the spatially co-registered ana-

tomical data (in particular, an MR image), and in several

cases also need the segmentation of these data to be used in

the correction technique. This requirement can represent a

limitation as regards the clinical application of these cor-

rection techniques and, furthermore, makes their accuracy

dependent on the segmentation algorithm used. To avoid

such dependence, different techniques, based on image

reconstruction or image post-processing, have been

developed to improve the SR and thus reduce the PVEs.

These techniques demand knowledge of the PSF of the

PET scanner, which is directly incorporated in the recon-

struction scheme [59–61] or accounted for in specific post-

processing restoration techniques (image deconvolution)

[62–64]. In both cases no anatomical information is nee-

ded, and this represents a degree of freedom for these

methods. On the other hand, both image reconstruction and

image deconvolution techniques suffer from a common

problem, namely the increase of the noise generated by the

SR recovery process.

As can be easily understood, each of these correction

techniques has specific advantages and disadvantages. It is

thus important to be aware of such specificities when

adopting one of these techniques for clinical applications

[57].

On the other hand, the weaknesses of the SR recovery

and PVE correction techniques will be reduced by the

continuous technological evolution of both hardware and

software. In fact, the introduction of hybrid fully integrated

PET/MRI systems should make an important contribution,

particularly as regards neurological applications, to the

significant improvement, both qualitative and quantitative,

of PET images. The simultaneity of the PET and MRI

acquisitions should remove the co-registration problems,

while new dedicated MRI sequences will improve the

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and thus the accuracy of the

resulting MRI segmentation. As regards PET/CT, a new

detector design combining smaller crystals coupled with
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fully digital signal technology and powerful time-of-flight

capability (e.g. \300 ps) is expected to significantly

improve the SR and the SNR of the PET signal. Notwith-

standing all these technological advances, the SR of clin-

ical whole-body PET systems will remain ‘‘poor’’ (e.g.

2–3 mm) due to the intrinsic limitations of the technique

itself (positron range, non-collinearity, detector dimen-

sions, detector arrangement, etc.) and thus SR recovery/

PVE compensation techniques will continue to be needed.

Conclusions

Biomarkers of brain amyloidosis and neurodegeneration/

synaptic dysfunction are featured in the most recent diag-

nostic criteria for AD and other dementia conditions.

Correct evaluation of both cerebral glucose metabolism

and b-amyloid burden is fundamentally important for early

and differential diagnosis of dementia. The ability to detect

a disease process even before the occurrence of clinical

manifestations, together with the ability to discriminate

between different neurodegenerative conditions, has huge

implications for diagnostic imaging in research, clinical

trials and future therapeutic approaches.

In the case of cerebral glucose metabolism, a large

amount of literature has provided clear evidence of spe-

cific, disease-related 18F-FDG PET patterns [30, 65–67],

which are significantly accurate and useful for differential

diagnosis. More specifically, a temporoparietal hypome-

tabolism (as resulting from comparison with healthy con-

trols) is considered a hallmark of AD. Its detection is thus

crucial in clinical settings. The value of amyloid PET in

clinical settings remains to be defined. Among the factors

to be considered are its lack of correlation with cognitive

status and neuronal injury biomarkers and its low perfor-

mance in predicting progression or differentiating between

subtypes of MCI [68]. Amyloid PET is only a marker of

amyloid pathology in vivo and lacks diagnostic power in

differentiating between different AD variants, DLB and

cerebral amyloid angiopathy [69, 70]. Nonetheless, there

are several clinical situations in which amyloid PET has a

crucial role, for example in early-onset atypical presenta-

tions and in the primary progressive aphasia spectrum (e.g.

logopenic variant vs non-fluent). More generally, a nega-

tive amyloid scan has been shown to effectively rule out

AD [12, 71].

Nowadays, the main applications are no longer limited

to the diagnosis of early and clinically manifest AD, and

are also extending towards the definition of the preclinical

stages of AD. PET molecular techniques can detect specific

disease processes in single individuals at asymptomatic AD

stages, when there is no evidence of anatomical changes on

CT and MRI. 18F-FDG PET and amyloid PET have high

power in detecting biological changes in prodromal and

even preclinical AD stages, not only in at-risk individuals

but also in sporadic AD conditions [72–74].

AD is a slowly progressive disorder in which patho-

physiological abnormalities precede overt clinical symp-

toms by many years to decades, as shown in vivo by PET

biomarkers in at-risk individuals and also in healthy sub-

jects with ApoE (both E4? and E4-) and subjective

memory complaints. Recently, the amyloid cascade

hypothesis in AD has been revised, suggesting that neu-

rodegenerative mechanisms like synaptic loss and/or dys-

function, which are detected by 18F-FDG PET, are early

pathological events that can be distinct from b-amyloid

deposition in the brain (see [75]).

The diagnostic accuracy of PET neuroimaging greatly

depends on the use of semi-quantitative methods [1, 9, 11];

therefore, to achieve solid diagnostic results, researchers

and physicians need to adopt appropriate metrics when

analyzing PET data.

As regards their clinical use, 18F-FDG PET scans were

traditionally mainly used in qualitative visual interpretation

of the images; however, they are now increasingly being

used in voxel-based and automatic procedures for the

measurement of hypometabolism. Sensitive and specific
18F-FDG PET analysis tools for the detection of brain

functional derangement are crucial, particularly for the

detection of early metabolic changes associated with spe-

cific cognitive symptoms (i.e. early diagnosis). Visual

inspection of an 18F-FDG PET image is hampered by the

lack of clear-cut features distinguishing between a normal

and a pathological scan, and only methods employing

parametric and voxel-based analysis techniques can pro-

vide unbiased, statistically defined measures of brain

abnormality across the whole brain.

Since the development of new criteria for the in vivo

diagnosis of AD and other neurodegenerative dementia

conditions [2, 76–79], standardization and the development

of cost-effective measures of ‘‘core’’ neuroimaging bio-

markers for differential and early diagnosis in the clinic

have become the steps that need to be implemented. The

standardization of biomarkers, which is still incomplete,

should be carried out particularly in memory clinics that

have demonstrated capability to collect and measure bio-

markers with the highest current operational standards. To

achieve standardization of voxel-based mapping tools and

summary metrics of 18F-FDG PET brain hypometabolism,

as well as of SUVRs and DVRs for the amyloid load with

PET imaging, the following are needed: (1) internationally

recognized control data sets (e.g. US ADNI, NEST-DD or

the European Alzheimer’s Disease PET Consortium—

EADC-PET) that include individuals who are neuropsy-

chologically well characterized and can be followed up for

a few years to exclude progressive cognitive deterioration
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(these normal data sets should be sufficiently large to allow

stable estimates of accuracy and of the effects of clinical

covariates); (2) pathological cases that are representative of

the clinical population studied; (3) validation and use of ad

hoc templates for spatial normalization [16]; (4) definition

of sensitivity and specificity to the typical hypometabolic

patterns obtained with the different tools; (5) definition of

minimum diagnostic and prognostic performance metrics

for new analysis methods based on benchmarks. The

standardization of PET procedures is mandatory to obtain

optimized protocols for PET imaging interpretation in

neurology.

Finally, it is hoped that effective disease-modifying

treatments will arise from strategies addressing the early

and preclinical stages of dementia. Improved knowledge of

the chain of events leading from synaptic dysfunction and

neurodegeneration, to deposition of Ab and phosphorylated

tau, up to AD symptoms is crucial for developing drugs

aiming at slowing or preventing AD. The most promising

contemporary diagnostic strategies involve the perfor-

mance of high-level diagnostic imaging using advanced

PET technologies and validated metrics.
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